A formula is derived'for the asymptotic standard error of a.true-score equating by item response theory (IRT). The equating method is applicable when the two tests to be equated are Administered to differvit_groups along with an "anchor test:" Numerical standard errdrs are shown for an actual equating 1) comparing the standard errors of IRT, linear, and equipercentile methods; 2) illustrating the effect of the length of the anchor test on the standard error of the equating. (Author/BW) I
Pairs of values a,n) determined in this way are equated. In practice, it is often assumed that the functional relationship of. n' to given by (1') and (4') can also be applied to actual number-right scores on the two tests, producing an equating of these scores.'
(4'1 =, *This work was supported in part by contract N00014-80-C-0402, project designation NR 150-453 between the Office of Naval Research and Educational Teating Service. Reproduction in whole or in part is permitted for any purpose of the United States Government.
-2-Here, we simply deal with the'sampling errors in estimating the , equating relationship of n to t .6 Iri (1') and (4'), estimated item parameters must be used. These are the source of the sampling errors in IRT equating. Note that the ability estimates for individual examinees are not used in (1') and (4') and.thus will not appear in 1 our formulas. Until now, the-sampling errors of IRT equatings have never beetOeStimated.
Data

I
In IRT equating, we frequently have a set of common items that are administered to all examinees.
These are needed in order to get When parameters are estimated separately for groups 1 and 2, the item parameters and 6 in (4') have a'different origin and scale from the item parameters and 8 in (1'). It is thus no longer possible simply to eliminate 6 from (1') and (4') to obtain the -,relation of n to 
and (test Y , group 2) respectively, and g = 1,2,...,np where la P is the number of items in the appropriate test.
Let us write down similar equations for the expected number-right
The &illation numbering keeps the tests in convenient order. The desired equation relation between n and c, can be obtained by eliminating 81 ' 82 , and w from these four equeegns.
Cdmputer programs aie airailablehifor equating n to E by. eliminating 8 from (1') and (4'). These same programs can\be used to equate w to in one step, using (1) and (2), then to 'equate n to w in a second step using (3) and (4) , respectively. We will need certain derivatives for where P (rP ) .denotes the derivative of4(P P82 (el) where P' denotes a derivative with respect to e . Using the formula for the derivative of an implicit function, we also find from (1")-(4" for r = 1,2,3 
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7;) 1 a E P' (ei ) E P' (e ) . N is several thousand, it is reason#ble to expect that the higher order terms an be neglected, as is customary with asymptotic variances. For each of certain specified formula scores on XSA2, Tahle'l,shows 1) the equivalent scaled score found by the conventional linear procedure usually us for the SAT (Design IV A, Angoff, 1971), 2) the.standard error of these equated (scaled) scores as found by the computer program AUTEST (Lord, 1975) assuming eke validity of the linear model; also 3), the equivalent scaled score found by the IRT method of this report, and 4) the corresponding scaled-gcore standard error calculated from (10). The standard errors in Table 1 Figure 2 was obtained by the method described in Lord (1980, pp. 210-211) .
It is shown in the figure for completeness, but no standard error is shown since there is no good theoretical basis for such an extension. Table 2 compares present IRT equating with a conventional equipercentile equating of XSA2 to VSA4 via the anchor test. In conventional equating, an-XSA2 score and a VSA4 score each equipercentile-ly equivalent to a given anchor test score are taken to be equivalent to each other.
The standard error of the resulting equipercentile equating of XSA2 Linear equating of true formula score on XSA2 to true scaled score on VSA4.
Dashed lines are two scaled-score standard errors above and below equating line. IRT equating of XSA2 formula score to VSA4 scaled Caore, with two-standard-error bounds. Nevertheless; it is apparent that the equipercentile method hag a much larger standard error abOve a scaled score,of 450. For these data, the method shows a larger stand rd error than the equipercentile method n)y when the formula score is negative.
MODS amos anti oM
The standard error of equipercentile equating could be reduced by ..
smoothing t requency dist ibution of raw scores before equating.
Smoothing is undoubtedly desirable as a practical expedient; howeverethe choice of a smoothing formula is somewhat arbitrary and the smoothing is likely to prevent convergence of the estimated equating to its true value in large samples. Formulas for the standard errors of smoothed equipercentile equating are not presently available.
In order to determine the effect of using a shorter anchor test, every other item in the ancbor test was discarded and the data reanalyzed on the..basis of the remaining 20-item anchor test. The effect on the standard errors of IRT equating in shown in Table 3 .
The ewo'equatings agree fairly well. At the point where the equating standard errors are a minimum, halving the length of the anchor test increases the standard error by a factor of about IT .-At the other score points, the effect is less. Given standard errors like those in Table 2 , it will now be possible to make a reasonable judgment as to the length necessary for an anchor test. 
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